
In September, Oil prices gained 
strongly, having largely benefited 
from an improvement in perception 

that Opec led production curbs are wor-
king and that we are witnessing a tighte-
ning in the supply-demand balance. 
With such performance Oil is joining 
the base metals, leading the way into 
what we view as the early stage of a 
reflation Wave 2, that we anticipate 
will become clearer in Q4. However, 
looking at the overall sector dynamic 
we can’t help to notice that Gasoline 
consumption and gasoline production 
have peaked; refinery crude oil inputs 
have collapsed. The crack spread has 
narrowed sharply after spiking due to 
Harvey, and gasoline prices are plum-
meting. So, we ask the question:  Could 
the oil price consolidate over the next 
few weeks? After a +30% move from 
late June through early September due 
to the impact of the recent hurricanes 
in Texas and in Florida, gasoline prices 
have started to retreat from their re-
cent hurricane highs. The American 
Automobile Association said the US na-
tional average price of gasoline current-
ly stands at $2.58 per gallon, which is 
down close to 4% from the recent hurri-
cane highs. In conjunction with this, the 
prices of other products have also been 
declining (see graph 1, on this page).

Nonetheless, crude oil prices 
are surging – which is contra 
to the messages from product 

prices. Over the short term, which one 
will prevail – crude or products? For us, 
the answer is clear-cut: consumers do 
not use crude oil -- they use products, 
especially gasoline -- so where gasoline 
goes, crude oil will go too eventually, 
even if it will be screaming and kicking 
in the process. We have seen it be-
fore, in early Q1 this year – we should 
see it happen again. This is not saying 
that products «predict» the price of oil 

-- it is just that the turning points in oil 
products are usually ahead by a day or 
two (although sometimes it can be lon-
ger, especially at major turning points). 
We believe that the prices of oil pro-
ducts simply respond more efficient-
ly or quickly to perceived changes in 
the underlying conditions of the oil 
market. Hence, the quicker response 
to underlying conditions. And here is 
probably the reason why. The prices of 

products «lead» the price of oil by some 
(variable) time is because the crack 
spreads «respond to» or are the «ma-
nifestation» of CO&LF inventory net 
withdrawals (those stocks have to go 
somewhere, primarily to oil refineries). 
Less stock withdrawals mean there is 
less oil input going into refineries (see 
graph 2, above).
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35 / Oil is performing strongly, leading the reflation trade, 
however product prices are weakening, could that lead to some 
temporary consolidation?
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The refineries and pipelines that 
were affected in the twin hur-
ricanes have either returned to 

normal production or at the final stages 
of doing so. Eight of the 20 refineries 
that were partially or fully shutdown 
are now operating at normal levels. 
The Colonial Pipeline, which brings ga-
soline from the Gulf Coast to the Sou-
theast and Northeast U.S., was partially 
closed during Hurricane Harvey, but 
has already returned to full capacity for 
some time. All the vestiges of damage 
from the twin hurricanes will soon be 
erased. The price of gasoline will cease 
to be get uplift from the impact of Hur-
ricanes Harvey and Irma. That is not all 
that is depressing gasoline and product 
prices. The crack spread, which wide-
ned sharply during the aftermath of 
Hurricane Harvey has narrowed signifi-
cantly. And changes in oil product prices 
tend to be coincident with changes in 
cracks -- or oil product prices often even 
lead cracks (cracks do widen or narrow, 
to follow changes in products). 

The background data say that the fall 
in gasoline prices may persist for 

some time. Here is the reality of the oil 
products universe – the US is well sup-
plied with gasoline stockpiles. Gasoline 
consumption has peaked; hence gaso-
line output has come down significant-
ly. With that, there has been a collapse 
in the refinery oil input (see graph 1 on 
this page).

The variance between the behaviour 
of rising crude oil prices and the 

travails of falling oil products prices may 
be just be a case of divergence between 
positive sentiment and not-too-positive 
reality. Crude oil prices rose earlier on 
the week amid growing expectations 
that producers will extend output 
cuts sooner rather than later, even as 
oil traders took comfort on signs that 
the market is starting to rebalance. 
Members of the OPEC and other ma-
jor producers (NOPEC) met in Vienna 
on Friday last week, and pledged to 
revisit the idea of extending the out-
put-cut agreement beyond the March 
2018 deadline in the coming months. 

We are however dubious that this will 
happen soon, or even this year. The 
consortium of OPEC and NOPEC take 
drastic rescue operations only when 
prices are falling, NOT when prices are 
rising. Also, rising oil prices encourage 
oil exporters (especially the marginal 
ones) to pump above agreed-upon le-
vels, lowering the rate of compliance 
with the recent global accord to curb 
output. Higher oil prices will, indeed, 
encourage the US shale producers to 
pump out more oil. In that respect, US 
production will continue to rise du-
ring the rest of the year. Indeed, even 
OPEC and Saudi Arabia`s production has 
started to rise. When Russian produc-
tion starts to gush as well, then the jig 
is up – and we all have been suckered in 
(see graph 2, above).

However, we expect a forthco-
ming fall in product prices to 
be relatively brief. The forthco-

ming weakness in product prices has 
been flagged in advanced by the out-
look of lower commercial net inven-
tory withdrawals due to seasonality 
factors. But historical evidence shows 
that after a brief narrowing during late 
September-first-half of October, the 
crack spread tends to widen going into 
year-end and the following first quar-
ter. The equities of major refiners, like 
ANDV, should follow higher into year-
end, and could break the 117.59 peak 
of late 2015. (see graph 1, next page)
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On a macro-sense, the oil price 
rally is an outlier. Short-term 
US rates have been rising shar-

ply, which in turn, has started to move 
the US Dollar. Other commodities, 
and commodity-like assets have been 
falling: gold has been cut down seve-
ral notches lower, and the previously 
high-flying copper has been consolida-
ting (see graph 2 on this page). And, 
of course, gasoline prices have fallen. 
In this environment, given some di-
vergence with the products and that 
some positive news flow has now 
been discounted we ask: Could the oil 
market pause and digest over the next 
few weeks?


